EXPANDING SYSTEMS:
THE INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY OF JACK BURNHAM'S WORK

'Technics by itself can promote authoritarianism as well as liberty, scarcity as well as
abundance, the extension as well as the abolition of toil.'
- Herbert Marcuse, 19411

'(…)
I like to think
(it has to be!)
of a cybernetic ecology where we are free of our labors
and joined back to nature,
returned to our mammal brothers and sisters,
and all watched over
by machines of loving grace'
- Richard Brautigan, 19672
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Introduction
The silence of Jack Burnham is underrated
Reading Burnham today leads to inevitable comparison of art circa 1970 with art as
we presently know it. Notably, the aspects of the art world that Burnham deplored
then – 'Elitism, insane cycles of production and consumption, quality and
preciousness fetishism, notions of “progress” and economic exploitation' – remain or
exist in exacerbated form.3 If we identify with the disillusioned author we might ask
ourselves 'why the hell am I working in this field at all', and find no credible answer.4
Elsewhere, Burnham is sustaining: an encounter with the writer might remind us why
art still seems worthwhile, at least some of it, some of the time. In the mid-‘90s, the
popularisation of the Internet achieved through the World Wide Web saw a number
of artists adopt critical strategies and positions of which we might expect Burnham to
approve. A cautious utopian spirit remains in digitally facilitated networks active in
the art world today.5 What Burnham would make of art in the post-Internet age is
impossible to ascertain; even close friends have lost contact with him; lost him to
Cabala. In the wake of his Software exhibition held at the Jewish Museum, New York
in 1970, Burnham had a 'fundamental rethink' which 'led him to realize the
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importance of Duchamp'. Evolving through Structuralism, Burnham's cabalistic
tendencies first implied a 'rejection of historical or scientific determinism', and then,
along with his retirement from art, complete immersion in the mystical hermetic
tradition.6

Among the many people who have tried to leave the art world, Burnham has done so
with great success and probable finality.7 Duchamp's partial departure in favour of
chess doubtless served as inspiration.8 But unlike the 'Magister Ludi', whose silence
has been deemed overrated, Burnham's self-censorship leaves us wanting to restore
him to view.9 Beyond the resonance of his writing with the contemporary state of art,
much of this dissertation will be dedicated to examining Burnham's politics, and his
interest in new technologies on the eve of the industrial machine age's decline and
the information age's rise. Rereading Burnham against a backdrop of global
resistance to official Cold War policy allows us to construct a story of international
solidarity manifested through ideas: artists from geographically distant and
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ideologically opposed nations positioned themselves similarly with regards
postformalist experimentation, democratic communication and anti-politics.

Odd Arne Westad has recently drawn attention to the truly global nature of the Cold
War: 'the United States and the Soviet Union repeatedly intervened in processes of
change in Africa, Asia, and Latin America'.10 Processes of exchange were also at
stake. If the theatrical metaphor of the iron curtain has often obscured them from
view, they can be recalled through McLuhan's 'Global Village' and the 'hot line' set up
in 1963 between Washington and Moscow.11 If the hot line was adversarial,
communication between lesser-known art worlds of the '60s and '70s also
constituted a kind of ‘hot line’; though one of solidarity and support that was more
than bidirectional. It is not within the scope of this dissertation to discuss Mail Art,
which from the 1950s until its 1970s peak, allowed artists living under Latin American
dictatorships and in late socialist Eastern Europe to establish contact, and from the
Cold War's margins seek 'creative ways to inhabit countercartographies and an
alternative sense of belonging'.12 This topic has been amply discussed elsewhere.13

This thesis to some extent technologises the approach taken in discussions of Mail
Art, much as Gabrielle Hecht has technologised Westad's study, though without the
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art-historical focus now proposed.14 Three locations will be discussed: the U.S.,
Czechoslovakia and Brazil. Though the former is a traditional superpower I will
discuss how Burnham occupied a marginal position in New York and aligned himself
with concerns of the latter two. Approached holistically, Burnham's work is
characterised by its techno-ambivalence; the author's oscillation between utopian
and dystopian views. Slovak artist Július Koller (1937 - 2007), without employing
high-tech means in his work, engages critically in an era of immense technological
ambition: while the USSR invests heavily in telecommunications well-adapted to the
diffusion of propaganda, the artist performs positive principles of exchange in the
ideal democracy of ping-pong. As the space race enters the popular imagination he
considers himself a U.F.O-naut; an alien(ated) individual meditating the radical other
of the extraterrestrial. Kac, with a parallel interest in 'life on Mars', has dedicated
himself to the artistic employment of technologies as advanced as transgenics.15
Though he underpins such work in his writing with questions of an ethical nature, he
has been mired in controversy for reviving the notion, once entertained by Burnham,
of art that is 'literally life in the artist's hands'.16

My study of Burnham extends the research of Frances Halsall, Edward A. Shanken,
Luke Skrebowski and Caroline A. Jones, and becomes a means of shedding light on
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fellow outcasts of the art world and on practices thus far minoritized by their place of
origin. My methodology owes something to systems theory, in which Burnham was
deeply interested to the point of advocating a 'Systems Esthetics'. For Ludwig von
Bertalanffy, the founding father of general systems theory with whom Burnham
shared a publisher, systems theory meant approaching a 'complex of components in
interaction' in terms of the 'relations or “forces” between them'.17 In this thesis,
Burnham, Koller and Kac are considered as just such 'components'. Von Bertalanffy
spoke in 1972 of finding 'unity in diversity' or a 'coincidence of opposites' in a 'time of
dissent, upheaval, revolutions and struggle, frequently aimed at mutual destruction'.
Burnham, I would argue, believed in such unity, too. His silence might point less to a
loss of faith in this regard, but to exasperation at art's weakness.18
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I
Jack Burnham: 'Systems Esthetics' and Software through the Large Glass

A technical ‘fault’ in Burnham's character precluded him, perhaps, from enjoying a
harmonious life in the art world.19 He had an affinity for technology; in his early
career as a sculptor this took the form of a practice wedded to experimentation with
light and the burgeoning trend of kineticism in late 1950s New York (Fig.1.).20 A
desire to make through artwork an 'accurate statement of what light is, at our stage
of technology' spilled over by 1968 into ambition to ask in writing, what art is, in light
of 'current technological shifts'.21 Attempts to formulate an answer would jar with
nostalgia for 'the unique work of high art' and with the reactionary attitudes to
technology abounding in the art world at the time.22 Knowledge of failed vanguard
marriages with machine age technologies (Futurism, Constructivism etc.) meant that
few were ready to accept art's renewed engagement with technologies in the age of
information. As Luke Skrebowski has argued, '[T]he cultural revolution of the late
1960s, directed against the technocracy, sought to protest against the dominant
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culture rather than promulgate the aestheticization of technique that Burnham had
hoped for'.23 Indeed, this was the time of technology's primary development for
military and consumer rather than aesthetic ends, and Burnham's failure to extricate
art from this mess left him open to criticism as well as applause.

Mindful of the above, I will in this chapter discuss Burnham's orientation toward
science and technology in Beyond Modern Sculpture (1968), as underpinned by his
readings of Herbert Marcuse and Ludwig von Bertalanffy. I will describe how his
position in the 1968 essay ‘Systems Esthetics’ was misunderstood due to its citation
of the U.S. military think tank RAND Corporation. However, when illustrated with the
artwork of Hans Haacke to whom Burnham gave friendship and critical support, I
argue that his stance becomes comprehensible once more. When the pair joins
forces in denouncing the War in Vietnam and in boycotting the X São Paulo Biennial,
for example, Burnham's ethical credentials can scarcely be denied. On the occasion
of Software, the 1970 exhibition curated by Burnham for the Jewish Museum New
York, he is subjected to criticism again. My discussion of Software in terms of its
merits and perceived failures will culminate in description of how Burnham dealt with
disillusionment in art. Adjustments and clarifications of his early positions can be
found in The Structure of Art (1971) and in Great Western Salt Works (1974). A
once-disparaged spirituality begins to emerge.

Marcuse is quoted on the back cover of Beyond Modern Sculpture:
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'And is perhaps in this sense the notion of the 'end of art' historically justified? Do not
the achievements of technological civilization indicate the possible transformation of
art into technique and technique into art?
'And in as much as the aesthetic values are the non-aggressive values par
excellence, art as technology and technique would also imply the emergence of a
new rationality in the construction of a free society, that is, the emergence of new
modes and goals of technical progress itself.'24

Burnham was highly selective in his citation: this segment of text, found in 'Art in the
One-Dimensional Society' (1967), omits the interjecting point, found in the original
between paragraphs, that 'art by itself could never achieve such a transformation'. It
stops just shy of Marcuse's 'warning' that 'the realization of art as principle of social
reconstruction presupposes fundamental social change'.25 Burnham has seized upon
late utopian Marcuse here and edited real politics from sight.26 I will return to
question whether failure sufficiently to think the relation between systems esthetics
and the practically political represents a flaw in Burnham's thought on systems more
generally. For now it should be emphasized that Burnham was among those who,
against the specific background of the Cold War, began to formulate 'a
countercultural response that preferred to stress the liberating aspects of
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technology'.27 Since Marx's corruption by Stalinism, such a position had been
untenable and lacked critical strength and vocabulary. In 1941 Marcuse decried
technology's instrumentalization in the Fascist manipulation of power.28 In One
Dimensional Man (1964) he had written that

'Technology serves to institute new, more effective, and more pleasant forms
of social control and social cohesion. The totalitarian tendency of these
controls seems to assert itself in still another sense - by spreading to the less
developed and even to the pre-industrial areas of the world, and by creating
similarities in the development of capitalism and communism'29

It is easy to see how Marcuse's radical shift regarding art and technology, even when
tempered by the spectre of political nuance, could have instilled Left-leaning
Burnham with hope. Arguably, what he did best to retain in his selected snippet of
Marcuse was that 'the aesthetic values are the non-aggressive values'. If nowhere
else, it is in their insistence on the non-aggressive that Marcuse and von Bertalanffy
coincide: 'We are living in a time of dissent, upheaval, revolutions and struggle,
frequently aimed at mutual destruction (…) Whatever the future may bear, we have
to preserve human values and dignity'.30 The latter, Bertalanffy writes, are specific to
culture. Where Marcuse suggests an artistic approach to technology in the interest of
27
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reconstructing human(e) society, von Bertalanffy proposes a more general
confluence of the sciences and the arts with the same interest in mind. Beyond
Modern Sculpture hinges on both of these ideas but Burnham swings toward the
scientific bias of the latter. He is evidently impressed by von Bertalanffy's grouping of
'the organizational properties of organic entities, both social and biological, into the
category of systems'. To Burnham's mind von Bertalanffy's thinking on systems
coincided with homeostasis and with Norbert Wiener's cybernetics: 'cybernetics is
the analysis of linked and interacting systems – precisely Bertalanffy's view of
biological activity'.31

A voracious appetite for interdiscplinary reading led Burnham to connect critical
theory with diverse domains of scientific research, and then apply them to art with
near manic ease: in Robots, Men and Minds, von Bertalanffy reveals a fear of
'automation to suicidal boredom in a cybernetic society'.32 Marcuse would doubtless
be horrified at Burnham's assertion that through systems and cybernetics '[W]e have
learned to speak with complete nonchalance about number systems, philosophical
systems, data-processing systems, ecological systems, communication systems,
political systems, control systems, weapon systems and many others'.33 Such fluidity
of thought certainly helped Burnham analyse a great number of twentieth-century
sculptural trends in terms of their shaping by 'the effects of science and technology'.
But it was little wonder that in 'Systems Esthetics', published in Artforum in
September 1968, Burnham had to admit that '[A]s yet the evolving esthetic has no
31
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critical vocabulary so necessary for its defence, nor for that matter (…) explicit
cause'.34

Turning to Burnham's personal causes, what surfaces in 'Systems Esthetics' is, on
the one hand, retention of the Marcusean understanding of aesthetics as nonaggressive – 'Progressively the need to make ultrasensitive judgements as to the
uses of technology and scientific information becomes “art” in the most literal sense'
– and on the other, uncertainty as to whether artists possess the humility required to
act sensitively.35 He is still less convinced that they will act morally or altruistically. 36
Given his leftist audience and the fact that the protests against the Vietnam War
were at their height, Burnham’s defence of systems analysis, the principles of
systems theory applied to the problem of military organization, is remarkable:

'Systems analysts are not cold-blooded logicians; the best have an everexpanding grasp of human needs and limitations. One of the pioneers of
systems applications, E. S. Quade, has stated that “Systems analysis,
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particularly the type required for military decisions, is still largely a form of art.
Art can be taught in part, but not by the means of fixed rules...”37

A footnote at the close of Quade's quote reveals him as an employee of The RAND
Corporation. This footnote, Caroline A. Jones has written, proved 'fatal'.38 Given the
controversy surrounding RAND’s contract with to the Department of Defense,
Burnham's footnote would have obscured for the alarmist reader the nuanced and
varied critical contribution that 'Systems Esthetics' otherwise represents.39 Firstly, for
instance, the rejection of the art object and Michael Fried's 'theatricality' in favour of
postformalist practices showing art to reside 'in relations between people and
between people and between people and the components of their environment'. And
secondly, acknowledgement of Duchamp and Moholy-Nagy's continued relevance;
the notion of “viewing” as 'a more integrated experience'; diminishment of the cult of
the artist; validation of institutional critique.40

Along with the distraction represented by RAND, the vast ground covered by
'Systems Esthetics' arguably contributed to Burnham's loss of critical purchase. His
37
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writing may have gained more traction had he allowed Hans Haacke's work to take
centre stage. A centre may have been incongruous with the network structure
privileged by systems, a stage too reminiscent of Fried. But Haacke's practice and
political ideals, I would argue, best illustrate the countercultural value of Burnham's
work. Interviewed by Jeanne Siegel in 1971, Haacke (1936- ) reveals that he was
introduced to systems by Burnham:

'I met Jack in 1962 when we were both isolated from people interested in what
we were doing (…) Sometime in '65 or '66 (…) I heard about systems
analysis, and the related fields of operational research, cybernetics, etc. The
concepts used in these fields seemed to apply to what I had been doing and
there was a useful terminology (…) a clear terminology can help to stimulate
thinking'41

Haacke was clear in his thoughts on Vietnam. MOMA Poll (1970) (Fig.2.), exhibited
at the Museum of Modern Art, New York in the 1970 group show Information,
comprised Question and Answer instructions mounted above two transparent ballot
boxes. Q: 'Would the fact that Governor Rockefeller has not denounced President
Nixon's Indochina policy be reason for you not to vote for him in November?' A: 'If
'yes' please cast your ballot into the left box, if 'no' into the right box'.42 It was in
writing about Haacke's work in the artist's 1975 monograph Framing and Being
41
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Framed that Burnham finally restored his position on Vietnam to view, thus also
realigning himself with Marcuse who had denounced Western intervention in 1966.43
He emotively includes himself in the first person plural statement:

'For Haacke, as for many of us, the Vietnam War provided a long and
debilitating exposure to the near futility of trying to change a nation's policies –
even as the existing policies proved to be grossly wasteful and immoral.
Collectively, it generated a vast degree of frustration which had no effective
outlet. Artist committees, rallies, and petition-signing were token efforts which
only gained in effectiveness as they became nation-wide'44

On the occasion of the 1969 X São Paulo Biennial, international efforts were made to
change a nation's policies. Haacke, closely followed by Burnham, urged artists
participating in the U.S. delegation to join France, Greece, Italy, Mexico, Venezuela,
Argentina, the Soviet Union and others in saying 'Non à la Biennale de São Paulo'
(Fig.3.).45 Nine out of the twenty three artists selected to represent the U.S. agreed
to boycott the exhibition that Gyorgy Kepes had been appointed to oversee. The
reason: outrage at widespread censorship, and the persecution and arrest of
43
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politicians, intellectuals and artists living under Brazil's military dictatorship, and
above all disgust at U.S. complicity with the regime.46 Burnham cites extensively
from a personal letter Haacke sent him in April 1968:

'After I left Kepes I became haunted by the thoughts that I have expressed to
you about being an accomplice of the U.S. Government – if I participate in a
show under its auspices abroad. I finally have decided not to show and just
wrote a letter to that effect to Kepes (…). Unfortunately we are not living in a
time when art (whatever that is) can be seen and shown simply as what it is.
Repressive tolerance diverts the information and makes it into a U.S.I.A stunt.
It is just obscene to play innocent, particularly in a country whose regime lives
by the grace of the C.I.A'47

If Haacke questions what art is here, arguably his letter, along with that written to
Kepes, and his 'blistering manifesto' quoted in the New York Times was Haacke's
most successful systems artwork to date. It is here that he recognises his position in
the art system as intimately entwined with political machinations taking atrocious
global effect. Haacke's show of solidarity with the oppressed of Brazil was linked to
his protest over Vietnam.48
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Had it not been for Kepes’s final decision to withdraw the U.S. exhibition, a show
with a strong high-tech bias would have been installed. Kepes was, after all, founder
of '[O]ne of the major attempts to wed art and technology in the United States'.49 A
press release issued prior to the boycott billed Kepes's project as 'a trend-setting
American entity': a two-part exhibition involving 'the innovative use of lighting and
technology in art works'.50 In Kepes's own words, one section would comprise a
“community or society of objects ranging from simple to more complex forms which
will interact with each other and produce 'a sort of fabric'. The second part would
include 'films, slides, and video tapes showing aspects of the American art scene'.51

Haacke was perhaps unaware of the fact, but participation in a specifically high-tech
show would have deepened his complicity with U.S. policy. In Beyond Modern
Sculpture, Burnham notes that American artists’ 'commitment to technology has
been more easily gratified' and that 'artists from other continents' have relocated to
New York for 'its technological facilities and stimulation'.52 Eduardo Galeano
suggests that this is no innocent fact:

‘The speeded-up denationalization of Latin American industry carries with it a
growing technological dependency. Technology, the decisive key to power, is
49
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monopolized in the capitalist world by the metropolitan centers. It comes to us
second-hand but those centers charge for the copies as if they were the
originals. In 1970 Mexico paid twice as much in 1968 for importation of foreign
technology. Between 1965 and 1969 Brazil doubled its payments, and so did
Argentina over the same period'.53

If I have proposed Haacke's letters regarding the X São Paulo Biennial as his most
successful systems work, additional cause for nominating them thus may reside in
their lo-tech nature. Skrebowski has argued that 'political reaction against the war
machinery then being deployed by the U.S. government in Vietnam' saw Haacke
'move from an “aestheticization of technics” to a “horror”'.54 I would likewise argue
that 'Haacke's use of systems theory (…) moves beyond the ossified conceptual
position (philia/phobia) inflecting most critical accounts of art's relation to
technology'.55 This can be illustrated through News (1969/70) (Fig.4.), the work
selected by Burnham for exhibition in Software.

Realised after the boycott, News consisted of two waist-height teletype machines
receiving local, national and international news in real time. As print-outs emerged,
visitors could either read or simply observe the paper pile of accumulating accounts
of events that normally remain outside of the museum. In the information age,
Haacke suggests, the ease and speed with which news is communicated globally
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means that neither individuals nor institutions have excuse for ignorance of affairs
near and far from home. Clearly News used high-tech but scarcely with a view to
induce horror. Visitors’ profile (1969) (Fig.5.), (Fig.6) saw Haacke employ a computer
allowing visitors to input answers to questions regarding their age, sex, educational
background, income bracket, and their opinions on a variety of subjects. The
computer compiled the answers and submitted them to statistical breakdown serving
as a profile of the exhibition's visitors. Haacke believed that '[I]nformation presented
at the right time and in the right place can be potentially very powerful': a similar
project conducted at the Guggenheim revealed that 'Puerto Ricans and blacks (…)
do not take part in an art scene that is obviously dominated by the middle- and
upper-income strata of society'.56

Haacke's investigation into the visitor's personal information had its complement in
Vito Acconci's contribution, consisting of the artist's substitute standing near a visitor
and 'intruding on his personal space'. Relying on nothing more technical than the
human body, Acconci's work, in the context of Software, could be put into
conversation as well as Visitors’ Profile with Burnham's warning that ‘computerized
data files on individuals continue to be an extremely serious threat to human rights,
and one against which there are few real protections'.57 The attitude taken by
Burnham in his curation of Software should impede discussion of his work, as much
as Haacke's, in terms of technophilia. Software – especially as accompanied by
'Notes on art and information processing' –exhibits a greater maturity toward thinking
art and technology than Beyond Modern Sculpture and 'Systems Esthetics'. Gone is
56
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the 'fantastical sci-fi fusion' of art and life that had to be revised in the former.58
Certainly absent is an effective pledge of allegiance with RAND. Continuity is found
in Burnham's emphasis on the 'non-aggressive' and the 'ultrasensitive': 'Software is
not technological art; rather it points to the information technologies as a pervasive
environment badly in need of the sensitivity traditionally associated with art'.59

Committed high-tech works such as Haacke's were supplemented by ‘fun’
interactivity. Among others, Allen Razdow and Paul Conly presented Composer
(Fig.7.), a musical synthesizer and digital computer combination that allowed up to
four people at a time to 'contribute their ideas' to music otherwise produced by the
conversion of digital data into 'sequences of electrical voltages'.60 Ned Woodman
and Theodor Nelson presented Labyrinth (1970) (Fig. 8.), 'the first public
demonstration of a hypertext system' – a step on the way to the Internet allowing the
visitor to navigate through the exhibition virtually. The inclusion of such works may
have been motivated by a desire to diminish the fear of dehumanization long
associated with the machine. The dominant exhibit, Seek (Fig. 9.), comprising a 5 x
8 ft. superstructure housing live gerbils and a computer controlled device sought to
so the same. The device was designed to stack and sort toy blocks with the aim of
creating 'a three dimensional world'. Gerbils were introduced with a view to
complicate proceedings; requiring the machine to adjust its building process as the
animal caused blocks to fall or become displaced. Seek was supposed to highlight,
and surpass, the machine's traditional lack of adaptability to human need:
58
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'If computers are to be our friends they must understand our metaphors. If
they are to be responsive to changing, unpredictable, context dependent
human needs, they will need an artificial intelligence that can cope with
complex contingencies in a sophisticated manner (drawing upon these
metaphors) much as Seek deals with elementary uncertainties in a simpleminded fashion'61

Other components of Software used traditional broadcast media to transmit 'free
poetry' via AM radio waves (Fig. 10.).62 The juxtaposition of John Giorno's project
with what were effectively Internet prototypes could have encouraged thought about
a ‘very real paradox’:

‘[I]t appears that we cannot survive without technologies potentially just as
dangerous as the dilemmas they are designed to solve. We might ask ourselves if
future generations of information systems will be used with any more sensitivity than
radio and television have been up to now.’63 Unfortunately, Software met with
multiple difficulties: besides going massively over budget, displeasing the Talmudic
scholars presiding over the museum and contributing to director Karl Katz's
dismissal, a film was destroyed, several artists threatened to withdraw from the show
and technical difficulties ensued. Among them: the gerbils in Seek attacked one
another and thus invalidated the metaphor about harmonious machines. 'All
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Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace' they were not.64 One of the greatest
problems for Burnham, however, was his confrontation with 'filthy lucre'; the fact that
'museums in capitalist society' have 'money in trusts, war industries...'65 In 'Art and
Technology: The Panacea that Failed' Burnham expands on the problems that
'surfaced at every turn' in Software and details the dilemmas resulting from a mixture
of wilful hostility toward and the corporate sponsorship of 'Tek Art'. The article
contains Burnham's near last words on art and technology though he had already
signalled hesitation toward the theme by this time.

Interviewed by Willoughby Sharp in 1971, Burnham reveals a secret: Software, he
claims, was 'simply a recapitulation of Duchamp's allegory'66 With Large Glass (Fig.
11.), Burnham says, 'Duchamp was trying to establish that artists, in their lust to
produce art, to ravish it, are slowly going to undress her until there's nothing left'.
Taking the machines in the lower half of the glass to symbolise 'reason, progress,
male dominance' and the bride in the upper 'the female component: intuition, love,
internal consistency, art, beauty, and myth itself', Burnham worked the allegory into
Software's installation as a 'kind of personal joke': he situated the artists working with
predominantly low-tech means on the upper floor of the museum, and the
computerized experiments on the lower floors. In his writing post Software, in The
Structure of Art and in Great Western Salt Works, fascination with Duchamp,
combined with Cabala, would overtake interest in technology.
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II
Július Koller: U.F.O-naut
Interest in Duchamp was combined with sceptical spiritual enquiries into the U.F.O.
by Július Koller, the Slovak artist resident in Bratislava. As Daniel Grúň has argued,
'[T]he 'cosmization' of artistic thinking' was common in both the Soviet Bloc and the
Soviet satellites at the time. But the Czechoslovak relation to the alien was quite
specific: tied to a sense of 'coming from the outside'.67 If I later turn to Koller's selfidentification as a U.F.O-naut, I will first consider the way in which Duchamp came
from the Western outside to find an appreciative audience in the Slovak artist. As
Klara Kemp-Welch has noted, Duchamp's Pasadena Retrospective of 1963 had
'immediate international resonance' that showed the iron curtain to be more
permeable boundary than barrier.68 Július Koller's Pleasure Machine 3 (1964) (Fig.
12.) testifies to his inspiration by the 'Marchand du sel'; the work bears strong
comparison to Coffee Grinder (1911) (Fig. 13.).

In Lawrence D. Steefel's account of The Position of Duchamp's Glass in the
Development of His Art, he notes that Coffee Grinder is an example of Duchamp's
early interest in 'the machine as an object and the mechanistic as a pervasive
context of organizing and perceiving the world'. Similar works appear, Steefel writes,
in studies for the Large Glass and in the Glass itself'.69 I have remarked above that
Burnham saw Large Glass as a cautionary work: an allegory of the artist too rapidly
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embracing the rational idea of progress embodied by the scientific and the
mechanical. Duchamp's hesitations formed when the machine in the early 1900s
became 'the totem' of new experience: the 'new discoveries of science, like the plane
or the telegraph, seemed to be exciting symbols which allowed the esthetic and the
scientific imagination to draw closer together in a common ecstasy of new
perspectives, new dimensions of reality and new images of the world'. Duchamp,
according to Steefel, 'responded to this new state of affairs with a carefully guarded
skepticism'.70

Koller was no less sceptical of the technological leanings exhibited by his peers in
Bratislava in the run up to Dubček's experiments with 'socialism with a human
face'.71 By the mid-1960s the artistic scene in the Slovak capital had become
'extraordinarily pluralistic' with galleries sufficiently emboldened to support artists
working with kinetics and light art.72 Grúň comments on the integration of 'new
technologies and synthetic materials (nylon nets, pneumatic devices) into [Stano
Filko's] work' and on his interest in 'dynamic light movement and image projection' in
works such as Kozmos (1968) (Fig. 14.). Koller, however, maintained a strictly lowtech practice. This did not imply traditionalism, indeed he demonstrated a
postformalist sensibility that would have been less indebted to Burnham than to
Tomas Štraus, whose article 'On the question of the transformation of the “Art Work”
to the “Art Action”' was published in 1967 in Výtvarný Život, the Review of the Union
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of Slovak Artists and of the Union of Slovak Architects.73 Regardless of probable
unawareness of each other's work, Koller is likely to have read the Czech translation
of von Bertalanffy's Robots, Men and Minds and his artistic position coincided to a
significant degree with the progressive elements of 'Systems Esthetics'.74 Indeed,
there are sufficient similarities that one might add Czechoslovakia to the Eastern
Bloc countries in which von Bertalanffy enthusiast Ervin Laszlo found there to be 'a
systems aesthetics taking shape'.75

'Systems Esthetics', as I noted earlier, decried the aesthetic object:

'Situated between aggressive electronic media and two hundred years of
industrial vandalism, the long held idea that a tiny output of art objects could
somehow “beautify” or even significantly modify the environment was naive. A
parallel illusion existed in that artistic influence prevails by a psychic osmosis
given off by such objects. Accordingly lip service to public beauty remains the
province of well-guarded museums'76
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In a similar vein, Koller wrote of 'the presentation of artefacts in galleries' as 'an
outdated, conventional communication'. Where Burnham saw no room for the artistic
ego – 'In an advanced technological culture the most important artist best succeeds
by liquidating his position as artist vis-à-vis society' – Koller proposed 'The third
wave', 'after modernism and postmoderism' as 'the third and concluding part of an
historical time-space triangle, where art and the artist begin to disappear to [the] 21st
century' (Fig. 15.).77 Communication was a theme with which Koller and Burnham
converged again with an emphasis on the democratic. The latter wrote (this time in
'Notes on art and information processing'): 'at some point an attempt has to be made
to put the issues of all contemporary communication, not just esthetic communication
into a questioning frame of reference'. Koller agreed, as we shall see below. But his
frame of reference was built around the contemporary state of communication in
Czechoslovakia. His thought on democratic exchange was formed in democracy's
absence. Burnham had something quite different in mind, concerned with widening
access to computers.78

Perhaps keen awareness of the anti-democratic potential of communication
technologies contributed to Koller's general reluctance to embrace technology. In
The Relevance of General Systems Theory, Lee Thayer had written that for
communication to be 'human', the 'message', (which for Thayer was itself a
77
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‘misnomer’) 'must vary with the context'.79 The USSR had ignored this notion since
the 1950s, believing, as it latched onto the popular Cold War project of building
ostentatious telecommunications towers, that one centralized Soviet message was
good for all. By 1970, Moscow's Ostankino Tower, referred to as the 'needle'
amongst nonconformists opposed to its injection of propaganda 'into the veins of the
Soviet masses', was capable of reaching over seventy per cent of the population.80
The Soviet satellites had towers of their own, with the Czechoslovak variant Ještěd
telecommunications tower (1968-73) (Fig. 16.) among the most exceptional.81

The Ještěd tower, erected atop the uppermost peak of the Ještěd-Kozákov Ridge,
Liberec, approximately 100 kilometers from Prague, was designed by a team of state
architects presided over by chief architect Karel Hubáček. Official glass artists
Stanislav Libenský and Jaroslava Brychtová worked on special effects – a series of
glass meteorites installed in such a way to suggest their sudden arrival from outer
space. Work on the tower commenced in 1963 but building in such hostile, highaltitude conditions meant the project proceeded slowly and exceeded its budget.
President Svoboda agreed to issue extra funds, convinced by the need to keep up
with scientific and technological competition. As Crowley and Pavitt note, 'Its national
significance and socialist credentials were incontestable'.82
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In Mass Communication Cultural Situation, 1-4 (U.F.O) (1987) (Fig. 17.), Koller is
visibly horrified at the effect of propagandized telecommunications issued from the
Soviet centre: the presence of Gorbachev on his television causes him to turn his
back to the screen. Koller preferred to receive news of political affairs via the radio,
and mainly kept his television tuned to sport.83 It was in sport, and in ping-pong and
tennis specifically, that he found communication democratized:

'I chose such a game (…) as a symbol of democratic communication, where
it’s still possible to preserve, according to some rules of fair play, a sort of
possibility of communication, of comparison, and also rivalry, and at the same
time some exchange of opinions: in this sport’s case an exchange of blows
using a ball which flies from one side to the other and is actually a sort of
individualising of this attempt at communication'84

The choice of sport was carefully tailored to resist another form of undemocratic,
monologic communication: the spartakiada, or 'festival of mass gymnastic displays
performed by thousands of athletes in near-synchronicity' on occasions such as the
1960 announcement of Novotný's new constitution, which implied the Czechoslovak
population spoke with one voice only; the result of a complete absence of
82
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antagonism between all social groups.85 In the years of liberalized cultural policy, to
which the August 1968 invasion of Prague by Warsaw Pact troops brutally put paid,
Koller had set up ping-pong matches in Bratislava's galleries (Fig. 18). But by 1972,
'normalization' – a political programme that sought to return 'normal' Soviet socialist
values to Czechoslovakia – required that such outlandish forms of art cease.
Socialist Realism was reintroduced and in October 1972, Koller, along with his
experimental artist peers, received a letter announcing the withdrawal of his
membership from the Association of Fine Artists. In an attempt to have the decision
revoked, Koller wrote back reminding the authorities of his pro-socialist 'cultural
political activities'.86 His request fell on deaf ears: the content of Koller's letter,
however logically compliant with policy, was in fact in contravention of at least two
unspoken rules. First, it illustrates what Žižek calls, '[t]he paradox of the regime [that]
if people were to take their ideology seriously it would effectively destroy the
system'.87 Second, a population of amnesiacs would have better pleased the regime
than one comprised of individuals who remembered, and worse, issued reminders:
as Milan Kundera had written, '[I]t is 1971... The struggle of man against power is the
struggle of memory against forgetting'.88
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Indeed, during normalization, the powerful meddled very visibly with Slovak memory.
1972 saw the opening of Most Slovenského národného povstania - Bridge of the
Slovak National Uprising (Fig. 19.) Serving as a second crossing over the Danube,
its crowning feature was a U.F.O-shaped restaurant perched on splayed legs
reaching over eighty metres into the sky. The bridge reconfigured memory in at least
two ways: making space for it entailed the destruction of much of the Jewish quarter
in the Old Town. It also served to displace Slovaks from the present moment: in
naming it after the Slovak National Uprising, the regime stirred memories of 1944.89

The bridge appears in Koller's 1984 Universal Fortification-Identification Object
(U.F.O), Project (Fig. 20.), a drawing serving as one of many manifestations of the
artist's obsession with the U.F.O. Similarly naïve black and white drawings (Fig. 21.),
(Fig. 22.) feature the fictional 'U.F.O gallery Ganek', whose foundation in 1981 was
accompanied by group hiking trips. The gallery, Koller said, had 'a precise location:
on a peak in the High Tatras'. It was practically inaccessible but this was what gave it
utopian status: 'gallery' in Slovak mountaineering terminology also referred to the
narrow strip connecting lower terrain with the summit, or 'the worldly and the
otherworldly'.90 The outdoor activities can thus at once be interpreted as eccentric
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alternatives to the tramping movement more widely adopted in the Czech part of the
countryside, and as an opportunity for unofficial spiritual communication.91

Otherworldly connections were established from the private space of Koller's
appartment, too: in numerous photographic self-portraits taken by his wife from 1970
onwards he depicts himself, from domestic space to outer space, as J.K U.F.O-naut
(Fig. 23.). These photos were a continuation of actions such as Games, 1, 2 (AntiHappening) (1967) (Fig. 24.) in which he performatively held up signs to the extraterrestrial. Trevor Paglen has written that 'trying to communicate with aliens' implies
a 'deeply ethical question, namely, what relationship do we want to have to the
cosmos, to the stranger and to the future?'92 The question mark became an emblem
that oriented Koller quite specifically beyond the present: U.F.O often stood for
'Universal futurological operation' in Koller's work, including in U.F.O-naut portraits
such as U.F.O.-naut J. K. (U.F.O) (1980) (Fig. 25.) in which the question mark
featured. In his most hermetic phase, Koller's extra-terrestrial interests merged with
the new age mysticism of Erich von Daniken, Swiss author of Chariots of the
Gods?93 'The new science is called futurology!' the book concluded, having
described man's descent from aliens. Heartened, perhaps, by Daniken's shared
'Search for Direct Communication', Koller wrote to the author, though never received
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a personal reply. Kept busy with world travel and embezzlement, von Daniken might
never have known of the artist's attempted contact.94

How closely Koller played the role of Duchamp's 'artist of tomorrow', occupying the
'fringe of a world' of which 'the general public [would] not even be aware'.95 Burnham
was witnessing a less extreme but parallel move to the fringe by certain artists in
New York: 'The first real art world slump (…) came during the winter of 1972' and
artists with 'post-formalist tendencies' were 'shunted off in the direction of
cooperative artists' spaces'.96 In an art world tied to its market, Burnham observed
'[W]ithin the financial sector (…) a definite trend towards a consolidation of “solid”
aesthetic values, and within art magazines a “normalization”'.97 Was he aware of the
political weight of his word? Thus far undiscussed texts in Great Western Salt Works
demonstrate knowledge of Romanian writer Mircea Eliade, and of Polish artist
Tadeusz Kantor.98 He would later write about Soviet dissident artists Komar and
Melamid but Czechoslovakia may have remained a blind spot:1968 – 1975 marked a
'period of superpower détente' during which official U.S. disinterest in the 1968
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invasion of Czechoslovakia would have diminished general awareness of the
country's plight.99

A spiritual link to Koller through Duchamp kept Burnham unconsciously connected.
In 'Duchamp's Bride Stripped Bare: The Meaning of the Large Glass' (1972),
Burnham imputed Duchamp's notes with cabalistic meaning. With regards the artist's
description of the Bachelor mechanisms, composed of 'malic forms', Burnham
confided that

'The term Malic has many connotations (…) but more significant is one of the
Hebrew words for “angel”, Malach. Here Cabalistic meaning refers to the
World of Formalism's almost robotic beings, sent to Earth to fulfil a prescribed
task not requiring much wisdom or self-knowledge. The avant-garde artist is
precisely such a creature'100

The postformalist artist, including 'pseudo avant-garde' Koller was, according to the
above, wiser, more knowledgeable; anything but robotic. Adorno had denounced
occultism by this time as the 'metaphysics of dunces'; as the place to which thought
regresses under late-capitalism and is denied a relationship with truth.101 Yet under
late-socialism, private spiritualism according to Havel could be an example of Living
99
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in Truth.102 For Burnham, meanwhile, an embrace of the Jewish mystical tradition
coincided with a fall-out with the 'rationalistic and empiricist apparatus' that Adorno
associated with science, and Burnham with technology.
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III
Eduardo Kac: a cannibalistic use of cabala103

For Brazilian artist Eduardo Kac (1962- ), Kabbalah is one aspect of his cultural
inheritance that sits alongside an enduring commitment to new developments in
technology.104 Where Burnham used Kabbalah as a means of interpreting art, Kac
has employed certain aspects of the tradition in the very structure or linguistic
components of works such as Storms (1993) (Fig. 26.), Shema (1989) (Fig. 27.), and
Lilith (1987/89) (Fig. 28.). When Kac began composing media poetry for online
exhibition in the early '90s, a first draft of Storms (1993) reminded the artist of a
Kabbalistic Sefirotic Tree diagram (Fig. 29.).105 Sefirot, in the terminology of
Kabbalah, refers to '[T]he vessels through which the light of the Creator is emanated
to man'.106 The diagram is composed of interconnecting vessels that map the
conjunction of the 'Desire to Receive' and the 'Desire to Impart'.107 Kac decided to
pursue his initial perception of similarity further: he inserted additional links (present
in the sefirotic system but missing from the poetic structure) into a hypertext network
allowing the reader, depending on navigational choices made through clicks (on
103
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vowels, consonants or the space surrounding the word), to experience inconclusive
and mutable sequences of pre-selected words. The reader's first encounter might
consist of:

'ALL/MELTS/ENDS/MELTS/SOME/STORIES/RESURFACE/LIKE/A SCENE/A
FACE/A SCENE/A TRACE/OR/ELSE/ALL/MELTS'

Her second:

'ALL/ENDS/SOME/STORIES/MEMORIES/STORIES/MEMORIES/STORIES/RESUR
FACE/LIKE/A FACE'108 Made using HyperCard, a pre-Web computer application
allowing the non-specialist to compose 'stacks' of cards that became visual pages on
screen, Storms exhibits Kac's early enthusiasm for the Internet.109 He would later
write of his embrace of the Web, spurred by what in the early-mid '90s may have
been (the) fact that '[W]ithout a governing body or directors that firmly control its
content and development, the Internet can be approached from many different
angles'.110 Such enthusiasm situates Kac's early online art in a very specific time:
post-Cold War, the end of which 'produced' the 'very important effect' of the Internet,
and pre-War on Terror, the beginning of which was accompanied by a crackdown on
108
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unapproved use of the Internet, with artists not exempt.111 Kac's optimism may
surprise; given his knowledge of the control of print and broadcast media during the
Brazilian dictatorship, he appears to harbour few anxieties about the potential of the
Internet's use as vehicle for propaganda or means of surveillance. 112 In this respect,
Burnham sounds more contemporary than Kac: in pre-Internet 1970 he wrote, as I
have cited above, of the grave threat posed to human rights by computerized data
files. But in an apparent bid to emphasize technology's curative potential, Kac
designates the 'role of the Internet as a provider of voice and memory [that]
resonates against its opposite, censorship' and recommends the website
http://www.thefileroom.org/ (Fig. 30.) as an example of role fulfilment for
documentation, among others, of the work of Uruguayan Mail and performance artist
Clemente Padin, who was imprisoned in 1975 for the 'vilification and mocking of the
armed forces'.113

The Internet's offer of continuity to principles developed by Kac in his pre-Web poetry
may also factor in the artist's confidence: reception of his holopoetry is based on a
most literal and physical notion of approach from different angles. According to
Padin's description, in a small catalogue of Kac's poetry, the holopoem is conveyed
111
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via hologram image technology which not only transmits discrete visual
characteristics of an object but rather its whole spatial character. Every aspect of its
surface is transmitted, meaning that it has the potential to be read by many different
people simultaneously, and from many different positions. Indeed, the holopoem is
dependent on 'the relative position of the spectator'.114 Shema (1989) is one such
poem that sets four words floating through intersecting colour fields in order that a
'transitional discontinuity' of meaning occurs: four Hebrew words are modified by one
large letter “shien” (S) and, in accordance with the viewer's movement in front of the
work, 'the word "maim" (water) is modified by the letter "shien" (S), to produce
"shamaim" (sky, heaven). The word "mavet" (death) is modified by "shien" to suggest
"Shmvot" (Exodus). The word "mah" (why, what), is modified to form "shamah"
(desolation, destruction). At last, the word "mash" (to trough off, to remove) becomes
"shemesh" (sun)'.115

Burnham barely attends to the idea of relational spectatorship in his analysis of
Duchamp's Large Glass, yet the artist himself harboured ideas of something
strikingly similar to that required for reading a holopoem. Steefel writes that
Duchamp 'indicated approval of experimentation and personal approach by which
the viewer works with the artist to bring the work to life'.116 Burnham does, however,
write of the Hebrew term 'Shema'. In his review of Robert Morris's Hearing (1972)
(Fig. 31.), he points to the artist's apparent understanding of hearing ('Shema' means
114
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'listen, hear, understand)' as 'faith of the heart'. In Burnham's view Morris, in his
denial of rights to copy and commoditise the video tape element of his work, has
privileged spiritual and emotional experience over 'Malkhut', the Kabbalistic term for
desire to receive in the physical world.117 'The more we perceive the significance of
Hearing (…) the less meaning it has as a precious artifact', Burnham writes,
indicating a preference for the immaterial in art.118 Kac's holopoems foreground
cognitive experience: unless properly installed they are somewhat underwhelming;
dependent upon proper installation and the viewer's commitment to read. Kac also
aligns Shema with a form of spiritual experience: 'The possible eight words produce
an atmosphere of association about death and emotional loss'.119

Inspiration for Shema and Storms is not only kabbalistic, however. Arguably, the
artist has imbibed or, to use Brazilian poet Oswald de Andrade's term, 'cannibalised'
an upbringing in the mystical tradition and infused it with politically motivated ideas
about freeing language from stricture. The symbolic value of the above holopoems is
done a disservice if we do not also attend to them as precursors to Kac's 1999 essay
'Negotiating Meaning: The dialogic Imagination in Electronic Art', in which he quotes
Czech philosopher Vilém Flusser's statement that 'what we call “I” is a knot of
relations'.120 If observation of Kac's poetry as a knot, or network structure has
already been made, we can also see the clear parallel between the 'knot of relations'
117
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and ‘Systems Esthetics’ reference to 'a complex of components in interaction' of
which the individual (artist) is but one. Kac's nod to Suzi Gablik's notion that
'Modernist aesthetics' as characterised by concern with 'power implied by asserting
one's individuality (…) leads, finally, to a deadening of empathy', coincides with
Burnham's reference to Haacke's (post-Modernist) insistence 'that the need for
empathy does not make his work function as with older art'.121

It is equally pertinent to trace Kac's very interest in the dialogic to his lived
experience of a country emerging from dictatorship. He dedicates Shema to Perla
Przytyk, the grandmother who raised Kac and 'revealed' to him 'the power of
dialogicality' when 'there seemed to be no escape from oppressive monological
discourses'.122 The time to which Kac refers is clearly that of Brazil's rule by military
government from 1964-1985. It was in the waning years of this rule that he founded
the Poesia Pornô movement, consisting of weekly group performances given in open
spaces such as Ipanema beach or Rio's central Cinelândia square. Verbal riffs,
songs, puzzles, surprise object presentations and live graffiti performances were
organised by the porno poets with a view to encouraging communal rediscovery of
repressed forms of language and behaviour: 'so-called vulgar or bad words became
noble and positive. Scatological discourse and political discourse were one and the
same and were manifested through cheerful orgiastic liberation'.123 Simone Osthoff
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argues that the poets evoked the spirit of Oswalde de Andrade, who proposed 'the
permanent transformation of taboo into totem'. One might also recall a line of his
1928 'Canabalist Manifesto': 'Joy is the acid test', and his allusion to the 'happiness'
of pre-colonial Brazil of which Kac was reminded when a Poesia Pornô beach
performance ended with many people undressing and walking into the sea in 'a
gesture of rebirth and purification' with 'no physical boundaries between performers
and audience'.124

In view of my earlier discussion of paranoia regarding dehumanization in the
information age it is worth noting that Kac takes pains to privilege positive embodied
experience before he turns to robotics and exercises in telepresence. Escracho, an
artist's book documenting Kac's early '80s involvement in art, includes several
examples of naked joy alongside photographic documentation of porno poetry
performances (Fig. 32.). Its cover, a bright pink and orange spread featuring a naked
man and woman who appear to have fallen, arms and legs extended skywards, from
a celestial space (Fig. 33.), introduces scrapbook style contributions from thirty
artists. What passes as an editorial page describes 'Ezra Kac' as 'irresponsible' for
the 'disorganization' of the 'ignoble' publication we have in our hands (Fig. 34.). On
the same page we read that Escracho's mixture of vanguard language (typographic
art, electro-acoustic music, video-theatre, etc.) with other forms of expression
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(cartoons, graffiti, photography, etc.) has resulted in a 'panacea of pan-semiotic
creation'.125

An early example of Otavio Donasci's videocreatures is found among the closing
pages of Escracho (Fig. 35.). Donasci's textual accompaniment to two photographic
illustrations of a human performer expressing himself through both body and, in
substitute for his face, a video screen, indicates his belief that 'the expression of this
hybrid represents a new field of language that is different from video (static, twodimensional), and from theatre (lacking close-ups, editing, special effects)'.126 The
implication seems clear that the information age heralds linguistic exchange across
organic and technological platforms. A 'panacea of pan-semiotic creation' implies
approaching our new field of language therapeutically (‘panacea’ designates a
solution or remedy for all difficulties or diseases); combining embodied and remote
electronic communication in the most harmonious manner possible. 'This might', Kac
writes in 'Negotiating Meaning', 'imply that electronic art cannot be exclusively digital.
Technology does not exist in a vacuum, and the world, with its smooth and rough
surfaces, is analogue (…) It is exactly as a negotiating agent between the two, in the
interface between analogue and digital, that the new electronic art is emerging'. 127
We can readily situate Kac as an inheritor of Burnham's thoughts on art and
information processing. In the Software catalogue he wrote that '[F]or many visitors
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there will be no “art" in the motion pictures, conceptual displays, television monitors,
computer-based readers, and time-sharing terminals of the exhibition (…) These
activities, however, possess the sensory consistency of the oral tradition'.128

If Burnham was pessimistic about visitors to Software making the connection
between oral interaction and computer-facilitated communication, those who
attended the Brasil High Tech show in 1986 would have been hard pressed to deny
the link.129 This exhibition, organised by Kac and Flavio Ferraz at Rio de Janeiro's
Galeria de Arte Centro Empresarial, 'a very nice gallery in front of Botafago beach'
featured eleven artists from São Paulo and two from Rio. Kac explains how selected
artworks were created for videotext (a nationally accessible digital database
predating the Web), meaning that 'people could see them from any part of the
country'. Holograms, infrared sculptures, computer animation and a robot were also
on display in the gallery. The latter was Kac's RC Robot (1986) (Fig. 36.), a seven
foot tall anthropomorphic robot who conversed with visitors in real time. As Kac
explains, '[T]he robot's voice was that of a real human being transmitted via radio
waves. Motion control was also achieved through a radio link'.130 On the night of the
opening, RC Robot also interacted with one of Otavio Donasci's videocreatures: the
former improvised responses to the latter's pre-recorded messages and to the
audience's reactions. If in 1968 Burnham wrote that '[M]ost sculptors instinctively
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realise that they lack the technical skills to create functional robots'; it appears that
by 1986 the skills gap had, for some at least, disappeared.131 And this outside of the
U.S., where 'commitment to technology has been more easily gratified'.132

By 1989, however, Kac had moved to Chicago, to some extent confirming Burnham's
observation. '[N]one of the materials I had to work with were available in [Brazil]', Kac
said, of his attempts to get his holographic works off the ground in his native country:
he had some success in importing resources and successfully realised holopoems
Holo/Olho (1983) (Fig.37.) and Quando? (1987/88) (Fig.38.) in Brazil. But technical
difficulties in repairing equipment from home convinced Kac of the need to
relocate.133 I wish, though, to emphasise the continuity of the U.S. project with Kac's
artistic development in Brazil. The first work he realised in the U.S., a collaboration
with electronics expert Edward Bennett titled Ornitorrinco (1989-1996) (Fig. 39.), was
in continuity with interests shown in RC Robot in remote control and sensing. And
though Brasil High Tech was apparently 'the most popular show' hosted by Galeria
de Arte Centro Empresarial, there was already a strong tradition of technological
work in Brazilian art history that Eduardo Kac has taken pains to recover: in 1996 the
artist guest-edited Leonardo's special three year project documenting the history and
significance of Brazilian technological art.134 Titled 'A Radical Intervention: The
Brazilian Contribution to the International Electronic Art Movement', the project
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included an essay by Claudia Calirman (author of Brazilian Art Under Dictatorship)
on women, art and technology in Brazil and Kac's interview with Abraham Palatnik, a
'pioneer of kinetic art' who participated in the first International Biennial of São Paulo
in 1951. Mario Pedrosa's contemporary review of Palatnik's participation in the
Biennial was reproduced as part of Kac's editorial project. It describes Palatnik's
transformation of the 'luminous image' – normally an experience 'of industrial or
commercial nature (…) nothing but a brutal aggression to our spirit and senses' –
into 'the ultramodern magic effects of colors and forms in motion'.135 Entire walls
were illuminated with moving coloured shapes projected from a perforated light box.
Pedrosa considered the work an adoption of Moholy Nagy's idea of light frescoes,
which 'might become (…) the true art of the future'.136

Also featured in the editorial project was Annateresa Fabris's discussion of
Waldemar Cordeiro's work with computers as early as 1968. His first experiment was
conducted using an IBM 360/44 computer at the Universidade de São Paulo School
of Physics: Bebá (1968) was the title of the resulting ten page booklet 'featuring
various sets of three vowels and three consonants that were progressively changed
to cover the entire alphabet in proportional rate to their occurrence in Portuguese
usage'.137 Fabris describes Cordeiro's 'quest for a precise, "self-conscious" art
capable of responding to the technical issues raised by technological advancement
as well as by the cultural status of mass society'. Cordeiro also defended the need,
135
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in a Burnhamesque turn of phrase, for 'a new art canon based on a "repeatable
relation, a mechanism for integrating the object in the outer world," with accurate
meanings that do not exist in conventional and subjective formulas of traditional
aesthetics'.138 Altogether, it would appear that Kac's project demonstrates the
erroneous nature of the suggestion made at the time of the U.S. boycott of the X São
Paulo Biennial (1969); that Brazil had little experience of the technologically engaged
work of art.139

In recovering Brazil's technological art history, Kac has explored a terrain that
interested Burnham. Writing in The Structure of Art in 1971, Burnham employs
Barthes with a view to encourage mistrust of the 'iconic message': Barthes 'insists'
that 'all iconic messages have their social equivalent in verbal form' that '(…)
stemming from the signifying system itself, provides clues to the hidden and social
meanings and values behind all such forms of communication'.140 It is lamentable, in
Burnham's eyes, that the art establishment reinforces the iconic and (inconsistently)
hides its system of values. This state of affairs results in 'mutual suspicion' between
the 'groups that control art': 'artists' peers, critics, galleries, museum curators, art
historians and major collectors' and the artist, and further results in artists beginning
to 'suspect that rewards from the control group are in direct proportion to artists'
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ability to demonstrate continuity within the dialectical scheme of art history'.141 Artists
who worked with new technologies fell wide of the dialectic, it would appear, both in
the U.S. of the 1960s-70s and in Brazil throughout a longer period during which the
military regime was a powerful additional member among 'groups that control art'.
Once democracy was restored, Brazilian art critics 'celebrated the return to the
pleasures of painting', meaning that only more recently have the experimental works
of young artists such as Cildo Meireles received an audience.142

It is therefore in Kac's role as excavator of a lost Brazilian art history concerned with
technology, as well as his part in the radical progression of this tradition, that I argue
for his importance as an artist. A case can also be made for Kac's revival of the
discredited elements of Beyond Modern Sculpture: in his late progression to bio art
we see Kac engage in the actual creation of new kinds of life and thus echo
Burnham's revised and disavowed prophecy regarding the 'literal' placement of 'life
in the artist's hands'.143 GFP Bunny (2000) (Fig.40.), also known as Alba, is Kac's
most controversial transgenic project comprising 'the creation of a green fluorescent
rabbit, the public dialogue generated by the project, and the social integration of the
rabbit'. To briefly explain, GFP stands for green fluorescent protein, as found in the
jellyfish Aequorea victoria. With the help of a team of scientists, this protein was
injected into the genome of a rabbit who then carried its pregnancy successfully to
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term. Kac cautions that 'Transgenic art is not about the crafting of genetic objets
d'art'; that is to say:

‘The word "aesthetics" in the context of transgenic art must be understood to
mean that creation, socialization and domestic integration are a single
process. The question is not to make the bunny meet specific requirements or
whims, but to enjoy her company as an individual (all bunnies are different),
appreciated for her own intrinsic virtues, in dialogical interaction'144

One might readily compare this understanding of Alba's 'aesthetic' value with the
Bertalanffian notion of the organism as a component integrated into a system.
Reception of GFP Bunny was in part hostile, as evidenced in Alba Guestbook (2000)
(Fig.41.). Ultimately though, even the most outraged of responses raised questions
that amounted to an ethical debate: 'It's OK to do medical research on animals, but a
jelly-rabbit! Definitely, E.Kac is crazy', wrote Melanie in October 2000, while
anemix@ihateclowns.com posted two months later, '[T]his is nothing more than
another tasteless human way to show it's superiority over other creatures'.145 The
project's censorship, despite Kac's campaign to 'Free Alba' (Fig. 42.), meant that the
rabbit ultimately did not leave the lab in which she was bred in France. Thus Kac's
holistic approach to his project, which should have ended in Alba being domesticated
and cared for by Kac, was ultimately defeated. Given that this eventuality might
easily have been foreseen it is difficult to wholeheartedly condone GFP Bunny.
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Reading Kac's introduction to Signs of Life, a collection of essays on artistic work
with live organisms, one detects nothing but good intentions and concern for the
unethical treatment of genetic data:

'developments in genomics, such as the Human Genome Project, and
subsequent research (…) bring with them the potential of important social
benefits as well as the horrifying specter of what I call a genocracy, that is, a
government that conducts social policy (privacy legislation, public health,
labor regulations, law enforcement) based on the false belief that genes alone
determine matters of life and death'146
And yet persuasive arguments are lacking for turning such concerns into actual
subjects (living beings) of debate.

Arguably, earlier projects such as Rara Avis (1996) (Fig. 43.), comprising an artificial
caged bird and an invitation to the viewer to wear a video headset affording the
opportunity to adopt the bird's perspective, as well as Essay Concerning Human
Understanding (1994) (Fig. 44.), a collaboration with Ikuo Nakamura that established
humans, plants and animals as 'part of a tele-mediated assemblage of feedback
loops, each affecting the behavior of the other and the system as a whole' are
equally critical yet more ethical projects than GFP Bunny. Both of the latter are
readily inserted into a field of enquiry introduced into mainstream art criticism by
Burnham:
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'Increasingly “products” –– either in art or life –– become irrelevant and a
different set of needs arise: these revolve around such concerns as
maintaining the biological livability of the Earth, producing more accurate
models of social interaction, understanding the growing symbiosis in manmachine relationships, establishing priorities for the usage and conservation
of natural resources'147

If Burnham omits the animal dimension from ‘Systems Esthetics’ he in any case
rejects the superiority of the human – he namechecks Alain Robbe-Grillet in
‘Systems Esthetics’, and in The Structure of Art explicitly states that
'Anthropocentrism, or the belief that the Earth is at the complete disposal of its
dominant inhabitant, man' is 'open to question'.148 Furthermore, we see the question
of the animal reintroduced in the illustration of much of Burnham's work by Hans
Haacke's systems.149 Finally, one might see Burnham, Kac, and Haacke's affinity
with the utopian underpinnings of American writer Richard Brautigan's 1967 poem
'All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace'.150
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Conclusion
'All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace'?

In the present era of the rapid expansion of commercial and governmental use of
drones for surveillance and extra-territorial executions, the question of watching over
/ being watched over by technology has never been more relevant.151 In 'Art in the
One Dimensional Society', Marcuse wrote '(…) the survival of art may turn out to be
the only weak link that today connects the present with hope for the future'.152 It is a
utopian thought, and one that has surfaced above. Koller and Kac, sharing a utopian
and anti-political stance, seem to have no wish for art to gain in strength. In a rare
breach of silence in 2002 Burnham suggested that he may share this stance: 'Artists'
he wrote 'work with weak forces'. It is perhaps this weakness that allows art to 'lend
sensitivity', but also to critique, technology and its use.
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APPENDIX
I)

'All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace', Richard Brautigan, 1967

I like to think (and
the sooner the better!)
of a cybernetic meadow
where mammals and computers
live together in mutually
programming harmony
like pure water
touching clear sky.
I like to think
(right now, please!)
of a cybernetic forest
filled with pines and electronics
where deer stroll peacefully
past computers
as if they were flowers
with spinning blossoms.
I like to think
(it has to be!)
of a cybernetic ecology
where we are free of our labors
and joined back to nature,
returned to our mammal
brothers and sisters,
and all watched over
by machines of loving grace.
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